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Electrical Energy Efficiency: Technologies and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The improvement of electrical energy efficiency is fast becomingone of the most essential areas of sustainability development,backed by political initiatives to control and reduce energydemand.


	Now a major topic in industry and the electrical engineeringresearch community, engineers have started to focus on analysis,diagnosis and...
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The Economics of Evaluating Water Projects: Hydroelectricity Versus Other UsesSpringer, 2012

	This book presents research on a kind of water use conflicts that is becoming more and more common and important: How to best manage moving water in times of increasing demand for electricity as well as environmental services. How should decisions be made between water use for electricity generation or for environmental and recreational...
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Electrical Engineering 101, Second Edition: Everything You Should Have Learned in School...but Probably Didn'tNewnes, 2008


	Wow, the success of the original edition of Electrical Engineering 101 has been

	amazing. I have had fans from all over the world comment on it and how the

	book has helped them. The response has been all I ever hoped for —so much

	so that I get a chance to add to it and make an even better version.





	Of course,...
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Advances in Quantitative Analysis of Finance and AccountingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007
Advances in Quantitative Analysis of Finance and Accounting is an annual publication designed to disseminate recent developments in the quantitative analysis of finance and accounting. The publication is a forum for statistical and quantitative analyses of issues in finance and accounting as well as applications of quantitative methods to problems...
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The Isaac Newton School of Driving: Physics and Your CarThe Johns Hopkins University, 2003

	For some people, driving is an art; for others, it's a science. At the Isaac Newton School of Driving, though, every car is a laboratory on wheels and every drive an exciting journey into the world of physics. As explained by renowned science writer and physics professor Barry Parker—whose father was a car mechanic and garage...
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Relativity DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	The theory of relativity stands out as one of the greatest achievements in science. The “special theory”,which did not include gravity,was put forward by Einstein in 1905 to explain many troubling facts that had arisen in the study of electricity and magnetism. In particular, his postulate that the speed of light in vacuum is the...
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Smart Grids: Opportunities, Developments, and Trends (Green Energy and Technology)Springer, 2013

	A Smart Grid delivers renewable energy as a main source of electricity from producers to consumers using two-way monitoring through Smart Meter technology that can remotely control consumer electricity use. This can help to storage excess energy; reduce costs, increase reliability and transparency, and make processes more efficiently....
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Grid Integration of Electric Vehicles in Open Electricity MarketsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Presenting the policy drivers, benefits and challenges for grid integration of electric vehicles (EVs) in the open electricity market environment, this book provides a comprehensive overview of existing electricity markets and demonstrates how EVs are integrated into these different markets and power systems. Unlike other texts, this book...
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Understanding Wind Power Technology: Theory, Deployment and OptimisationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Wind energy technology has progressed enormously over the last decade. In coming years it will continue to develop in terms of power ratings, performance and installed capacity of large wind turbines worldwide, with exciting developments in offshore installations.


	Designed to meet the training needs of wind engineers, this...
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Industrial Network Security: Securing Critical Infrastructure Networks for Smart Grid, SCADA, and Other Industrial Control SystemsSpringer, 2011

	One of the most mysterious areas of information security is industrial system security.

	No other area of information security contains that many myths, mistakes, misconceptions

	and outright lies. Information available online, while voluminous, will

	only lead information security professionals and industrial systems...
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Bioenergy for Sustainability and SecuritySpringer, 2018

	
		This book discusses the generation of green energy, providing fundamental scientific information on the availability of sustainable biological resources. It addresses inter- and multidisciplinary topics, including policies and strategies for sustainable energy; the environment and advanced renewable energy technology; electricity...
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Integration of Alternative Sources of EnergyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Our goal in writing this book was to discuss the ‘‘electrical side’’ of alternative energy sources. From the beginning, we felt that this approach would be a challenge that would be very difficult to fulfill. Most of the current technical work explores just one or two types of alternative energy sources, but the integration...
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